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The restaurant from Orlando offers 19 different dishes and drinks on the menu at an average $8.9. What User
likes about Denny's:

we came to the breakfast yesterday and ordered an American breakfast with toast instead of pancakes. we had a
cup of coffee to go with him. unlike eating was excellent, so was our server. she was warm, friendly, attentive and
an amazing woman. we felt welcome from her and she was so with all she served. would come back here when

she worked there and was in the opposite! read more. The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible
and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Denny's:

claim not 24 hours if they are not 24 hours. Trying to place an order and waited for 20 minutes at two different
locations to place a bulging order. I mean, I'm trying to give you money and yet you refuse to take it. not sure

how the business is great, but thank you for nothing. read more. Atthemoment one might start to consider
possibly eating healthier; exactly for these thoughts, Denny's's menu offers a large diversity of healthy menus, for
breakfast they serve a extensive breakfast here. Eating at the original American diner is a unique event thanks

to the atmosphere, Among the customers, especially tasty juices are highly sought after.
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Salad�
HOUSE SALAD $7.3

Appet�er�
BUILD YOUR OWN SAMPLER PICK
3 $10.3

�tra�
4 BACON STRIPS $3.5

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Breakfas�
FRENCH TOAST SLAM $11.2

Desser�
CREPES

Brunc�
STEAK AND EGGS

Breakfas� Side�
4 TURKEY BACON STRIPS $3.5

Soup an� Sala�
COBB SALAD $8.3

Jus� for starter�
BUILD YOUR OWN SAMPLER PICK
4 $11.5

Slam�
ALL-AMERICAN SLAM $12.3

Coffe�
COFFEE

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

TUNA STEAK

Uncategor�e�
SUPREME SIZZLIN' SKILLET $10.7

SANTA FE SIZZLIN' SKILLET $10.6
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